
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Building Good Men Awards – Term 2 Week 11 2024 

  
Class Name Awarded for 

6JJ Tomas Pelliccia Congratulations, Tomas, on a terrific first semester in Year 6. We have loved seeing 
you grow as a learner, in particular, it has been pleasing to see your independent 
problem-solving skills flourish! You are focused in class and always try your hardest 
to heed advice from your teachers. You are a valued member of our class! Well done. 

6JJ Matthew Lewis Thank you, Matthew, for all you have brought to our class this year! You have a keen 
sense of humour, are always engaged in our tasks and have taken our class 
discussions to a whole new level of insight. Keep up your terrific efforts, we are lucky 
to have you in our class. 

6RB Rhys Bowker Rhys is to be congratulated for completing an excellent semester of work. He 
consistently shows a dedication to his learning and is highly respected amongst his 
peers. You are a valued member of 6RB! 

6RB Daniel Li Daniel has had an impressive semester where he has demonstrated a consistent 
work ethic throughout. His dedication to his learning has enabled him to achieve 
some very high results. He should feel proud of his effort! 

6RG Ari Crosland Ari is to be commended for his incredible writing skills this term. He has shown a 
creative flair for narrative writing and is to be commended on the effort he has put 
into his descriptive writing. I have been very impressed with Ari’s effort and results 
across all other Key Learning Areas. Well done. 

6RG Thomas Kidd Thomas is to be congratulated for the consistent hard work he displays in the 
classroom each day. He participates with enthusiasm, is engaged in his learning and 
is willing to push himself to achieve great results. Well done, Thomas, on a very 
successful term. 

6SO Marc Thomas Marc has an amazing attitude and outlook on life which he brings to class every day. 
He is a joy to have in the classroom and produces excellent work. You're a star! Well 
done and keep it up. 

6SO Evan Zheng Evan should be highly commended for his superb effort and hard work this term. He 
has been putting his best into every task. Evan has taken on all feedback and this has 
been reflected in his high standard of work. Well done. 

5GM Felix Chopping Felix, your vivid letter from the Gold Fields was captivating. Your use of figurative 
language and descriptive vocabulary, painted an immersive picture, providing great 
detail of what it was like to be on the hunt for gold. A remarkable achievement in 
storytelling! Well done. 

5GM Will Zborowski Will, your enthusiasm and focus during our recent math lessons have been 
wonderful to see. Your ability to grasp and apply concepts in your math tests has 
been impressive. Keep working hard and demonstrating your knowledge! 

5JB Max Cunnold Max is to be commended for his improved concentration and effort in the classroom. 
He has shown maturity and determination to improve and achieve his goals. Max 
should be commended for his recent persuasive writing piece, which was brilliantly 
written. Well done. 

5JB Lachlan Borland Lachlan is a talented writer who has recently been showing what he is capable of 
when he puts in his best efforts. He has a creative and mature style and creates texts 
that are wonderful to read, particularly our recent persuasive writing piece. Keep up 
the great work, Lachlan. 

5SH Sidney Sidney, it has been wonderful to see the positive way you have been approaching 
your academic work this term. You have shown a willingness to take on feedback 
and it has shown in your learning. Additionally, your warm nature makes you a friend 
to many in 5SH.  We are lucky to have you in our learning community. 

5SH Godfrey Wang Godfrey, it has been wonderful to see the positive way you have been approaching 
your academic work this term. In addition, you have shown a willingness to take on 
feedback and it has shown in your learning. I look forward to seeing the momentum 
you have created in your learning, continue through the year. Fantastic job. 

5SH Sebastian Dillon Sebastian, you are a considerate and caring class member who is always willing to 
lend a hand. You approach all learning tasks with a positive attitude and always 
strive to improve your personal best. Additionally, your warm nature makes you a 
friend to many in 5SH. You are a true role model for others. 
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5SM Dylan Zheng Dylan has worked hard throughout the semester and has improved in many learning 

areas. He is a kind and inclusive member of 5SM who will always offer to help others. 
His determination to achieve his learning goals is an impressive mindset. Well done. 

5SM Oskar 
Houthuysen 

Oskar, you have worked consistently hard in all learning areas this semester. Your 
written work can always be used as a class exemplar of how work in 5SM should be 
presented. Importantly, we all appreciate your kind, inclusive and gentle manner in 
which you conduct yourself. Well done, Oskar. 

4CF Paolo Juwono Paolo is an organised and conscientious student who gives 100 percent in all that he 
does. He combines this with a good sense of fun and humour, which makes him well 
like by his peers. Thank you, Paolo, for being a such a great role model for others! 

4CF Matthew Dyett Matthew has shown a strength of care and compassion towards his classmates 
which is fantastic to see. He possesses a kind nature and is thoughtful of those 
around him. Well done, Matthew, on your efforts as Class Captain and your excellent 
outlook towards your class mates. 

4FT Charles Xu Charles is a kind and caring friend, consistently demonstrating his helpfulness and 
reliability by being the first to offer assistance to both his friends and teachers. His 
level of focus is improving and he participates well in science experiments, making 
sure all his group members have a fair go. Well done. 

4FT Marcus Cheung Marcus consistently tries his best in all activities and is always willing to put in the 
effort to achieve success. He is a reliable and supportive friend to his peers and is 
consistently going above and beyond to help others. His compassionate nature and 
genuine concern for others, makes him a valuable member of 4FT.  Well done. 

4LH Max Hayler Max, you are an exceptionally polite and caring student who consistently 
demonstrates wonderful manners and respect towards both teachers and peers. I 
am particularly impressed by your increased focus and your enthusiastic 
participation in discussions about Science and HASS this term. Well done. 

4LH Bodhi Gracey-
Campbell 

Bodhi, you are to be commended for consistently exemplifying this term's value of 
respect. You show respect to your friends by playing kindly with them and to your 
teachers by listening attentively and following their instructions. Keep up this 
wonderful attribute, Bodhi! 

4TR Leon Ng Leon, your cheery and positive personality is greatly appreciated in 4TR. You arrive at 
school every day with a smile on your face and you are always organised and 
enthusiastic in your learning endeavours. I am also impressed with the quality of the 
work you produce, your focused application in class and on your homework 
throughout Semester 1. Well done! 

4TR Milo Ratneser Milo, I am so impressed with your writing progress. You are including interesting 
complex sentences in your informational and narrative texts, using adverbial phrases 
and accurate punctuation, as well as fabulous descriptive vocabulary.  Well done! 

3HP Zoraiz Ejaz Well done on your impressive recent efforts Zoraiz. Your attention and effort in class 
is becoming far more focussed and consistent. This is having a positive effect on 
your demeanour in class as well as the quality of work you are producing. Zoraiz, you 
are a capable student and it is great to see you getting rewarded for your efforts.  

3HP Ryo Macdonald I am impressed with the positive attitude and the focussed effort you have been 
directing towards your classwork this term, Ryo. You have become a more diligent 
student and this is helping you produce an improved standard of work. It is also 
wonderful to see you happy within the school and classroom environment which is 
having a positive effect on all aspects of your schooling. 

3NH Makinde Awogun Makinde is to be commended for the effort he has been bringing to class each day. It 
has been pleasing to see Makinde’s involvement in class discussions increase over 
the year. Well done on a successful first half of Year 3. 

3NH Riaan Sahni Riaan has demonstrated a mature sense of responsibility by actively choosing to sit 
with friends who positively influence his work. This has been a positive sign over the 
course of the semester and he should feel proud of the effort shown. Keep it up. 

3RD Benny Barbagallo Congratulations on an excellent first semester in Year 3, Benny. You listen carefully in 
class and always complete tasks to a high standard. I appreciate all the interesting 
facts you share with me every day! Keep up the terrific attitude next semester. 
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3RD Charley Scoringe Well done on a successful first semester in Year 3, Charley. You have been working 

hard to display our school values by respecting your teachers and friends. In 
addition, you have been trying your best in all activities. Congratulations and keep 
up the fantastic attitude next term! 

2LS Arjun Pateria I am most impressed with how hard you have been working in 'Talk for Writing', 
Arjun. You have embraced the genre of character description and I have enjoyed 
reading about your character, Lovely the Pug. Your use of adjectives and similes has 
been impressive. Great work, Arjun.   

2LS Isaac Liew Thank you for all your efforts this past term, Isaac. You have been working very hard 
in class and are determined to complete set tasks in a timely manner. Keep up the 
diligent attitude in Semester 2. Well done. 

2VW Albert Hartman It is truly wonderful to see your commitment to improving your literacy and math 
skills, Albert. Your hard work and dedication are really paying off and it is inspiring to 
watch your progress. Keep up the fantastic work. You’re doing an amazing job!   

2VW Lucas Lin  Lucas, it is awesome to have you in our class. Your positive energy and friendliness 
make such a big difference and it's clear why you're so popular. Keep being the 
amazing person you are!   

1JJ Taj Moore Taj is a pleasure to have in the 1JJ classroom. He is a diligent, enthusiastic student 
who participates well in all activities. He always gives his best effort and can be 
commended for the pleasing progress he is making in all areas. Keep up this fine 
effort, Taj. 

1JJ Sebastian Dunn Sebastian can be commended for the diligence he has shown in class this semester. 
As a result, he is seeing great progress, particularly with his reading and handwriting. 
Sebastian, you can feel very proud of your hard work. 

1JM Lucky Ratneser Lucky naturally demonstrates our Christ Church value of care and compassion by 
navigating the playground with gentleness and kindness. He brings joy into our 
classroom each morning with his smile and he keenly shares his interests with his 
peers. It is a pleasure to teach you, Lucky. 

1JM Reyansh Karthik Reyansh is to be congratulated for his efforts to embrace the Christ Church value of 
excellence as he strives to produce a high level of work. He has made a clear effort to 
model positive behaviour to his peers in the playground and set examples to the 
rest of the class. Reyansh is to be further commended for trying to improve his 
handwriting. Keep it up. 

PPMB Bowu Li Bowu is a delight to have in the Pre-Primary classroom. He can be commended for 
the focus and diligence he has shown in class recently. As a result, he is seeing great 
progress in all areas, particularly his reading. Keep up this fine effort. 

PPMB Banjo Walker Banjo, you have settled well into Pre-Primary and are developing positive friendships 
amongst your peers. You are to be commended for demonstrating increased 
resilience when faced with challenging tasks. Continue to believe in yourself Banjo, 
you have the potential to achieve so much. 

PPSN Jude Rovira Jude, it has been wonderful to witness your fun-loving and caring nature this 
semester. You always look out for the needs of others and find ways to help around 
the classroom. You are a valued member of our class.   

PPSN Liam Fry Liam has shown exceptional creativity and insight in contributing to our study of 
simple machines, particularly the elevator. Your input has greatly enriched your 
understanding and had a profound impact on your learning. 
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Specialist Awards 
 

Art Award Ted White 3HP Ted is to be commended not only on his artistic talent, but also on his 
ability to listen attentively to instructions and apply feedback during 
lessons. His dedication to understanding the processes he is being taught 
has resulted in artwork of the highest standard. Thank you for making our 
classes such a positive and collaborative environment.  

Drama Award Ollie Baker 4lH Ollie is to be commended for his work in preparing his scene for the class 
assessment last week. He worked independently with his partner in all 
rehearsal periods to memorise his lines and devise his blocking and 
staging. On performance day, he confidently performed his scene without 
any hesitation.  

Innovation 

Award 

Alexander Khorshid 
6SO 

Congratulations, Alexander. Your willingness to assist in the Innovation 
Lab is commendable. Your support and teamwork contribute significantly 
to the class and your positive attitude and helpful nature set an excellent 
example for your peers. Keep up the good work. 

Language 

Award 

Jayden Wang PPSN Jayden has shown exceptional dedication in Chinese lessons this semester. 
His persistent efforts and positive attitude have led to significant 
achievements, including his performance in the Chinese Extension Club. 
Jayden's enthusiasm and commitment make him a remarkable student 
and a joy to teach. 

Library Award George Russell 4TR George is to be commended for being a delight in library lessons. We 
enjoy watching your reading journey and seeing you recommend books 
to your peers. You always come in with a smile, using your manners and 
are a very organised library user. Fantastic effort! 

Music Award Finn Papineau 6RG Finn is an outstanding contributor to the Music program. He is a member 
of three ensembles and works diligently during all rehearsals. Thank you 
for your maturity and service, Finn, you are a superstar. 

Sport Award Henry Stone 5SH Henry has been exceptional in PE and Thursday sports. His willingness to 
take on feedback and apply it, shows in his performance. He is a fantastic 
teammate and a supportive peer. Keep up the great work, Henry! 

 


